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Abstrat
Autoassoiative networks were proposed in the 80's as simplied models of memory funtion in the
brain, using reurrent onnetivity with hebbian plastiity to store patterns of neural ativity that an
be later realled. This type of omputation has been suggested to take plae in the CA3 region of the
hippoampus and at several levels in the ortex. One of the weaknesses of these models is their apparent
inability to store orrelated patterns of ativity. We show, however, that a small and biologially plausible
modiation in the `learning rule' (assoiating to eah neuron a plastiity threshold that reets its
popularity) enables the network to handle orrelations. We study the stability properties of the resulting
memories (in terms of their resistane to the damage of neurons or synapses), nding a novel property of
autoassoiative networks: not all memories are equally robust, and the most informative are also the most
sensitive to damage. We relate these results to ategory-spei eets in semanti memory patients,
where onepts related to `non-living things' are usually more resistant to brain damage than those related
to `living things', a phenomenon suspeted to be rooted in the orrelation between representations of
onepts in the ortex.
Total number of words: 9809
Total number of haraters (inluding spaes): 70703
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1 Introdution
Autoassoiative memory networks an store patterns of neural ativity by modifying the synapti weights
that interonnet neurons [Hopeld, 1982, Amit, 1989℄, following the simple rule rst stated by Donald
O. Hebb: neurons that re together wire together [Hebb, 1949℄. One a pattern of ativity is stored, it
beomes an attrator of the dynamis of the system. Evidene of attrator behavior has been reported in the
rat hippoampus in vivo [Wills et al., 2005℄. Suh memory mehanisms have been proposed to be present
throughout the ortex, where hebbian plastiity plays a major role.
The theoretial and omputational literature studying variations of the original Hopeld model [Hopeld, 1982℄
is profuse. Advantages toward optimality or biologial plausibility have been demonstrated by varying the
learning rule, the neuron model, the arhiteture or onnetivity sheme and the statistis of the input
data. The resulting hanges in the behavior of the network, however, are often quantitative rather than
qualitative. Attrator networks are robust systems that depend only weakly on details. Any optimized
attrator network, in fat, appears to be able to retrieve a total amount of information that is never more
than a fration of a bit per synapti variable. This limit, onsistent with insight obtained with the Gard-
ner approah [Gardner, 1988℄ but never fully proven, implies that the `storage apaity' of any assoiative
memory network is onstrained by the number of independently modiable synapses it is endowed with. A
suboptimal organization an easily underutilize suh apaity, but no lever arrangement an do better than
that. Crossing the apaity limit indues a `phase transition' into total amnesia, destroying the attrator
dynamis that would lead to memory states.
Subtler memory deits than an overall ollapse have been reported in the neuropsyhologial literature,
suh as ategory spei eets in the semanti memory system. Patients with partial damage in the ortial
networks sustaining semanti memory are found to lose preferentially some onepts rather than others
(typially animals rather than tools or living rather than non-living things). Initially, researh on these eets
produed two major antagonisti aounts: the sensory-funtional theory [Warrington and Shallie, 1984,
Warrington and MCarthy, 1987℄ and the domain spei theory [Caramazza and Shelton, 1998℄. Roughly,
they hypothesize that dierent ategories of onepts are loalized within partially dierent (the former) or
ompletely dierent (the latter) ortial networks. Damage to partiular areas would then produe a deit
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in the orresponding ategory of onepts. Attempts to validate some preditions of these theories have not
been suessful, and an alternative view has emerged in the last few years that, although formulated in various
ways, basially hypothesizes that the ruial fator to understand ategory spei eets is the orrelation
among items of semanti information, presumed to be stored in one extended and only weakly heterogeneous
network [Devlin et al., 2002, Tyler et al., 2000, Sartori and Lombardi, 2004, MRae et al., 1997℄. Aording
to this view, random damage to the network would produe seletive impairments not beause one ategory
is more loalized within the damaged area than the other, but rather beause dierenes in the struture
of orrelations make some ategories more vulnerable to damage than others. This explanation has been
formulated in a qualitative rather than quantitative formulation. The objet of the present study is to ll
this gap with a theory that produes systemati quantitative preditions appliable, in priniple, to these
and other memory networks storing orrelated information. We fous on mathematial models that allow to
assess the hypothesis in its `pure' form, without disussing further other aounts of ategory spei deits,
found in the literature, whih may of ourse oer omplementary elements to an integrated explanation of
empirial results.
Most models of attrator networks onsider patterns that, for the sake of the analysis, are generated
by a simple random proess, unorrelated with eah other. Some exeptions appeared during the 80's,
when interest grew around the storage of patterns derived from hierarhial trees [Parga and Virasoro, 1986,
Gutfreund, 1988℄. In partiular, Virasoro [Virasoro, 1988℄ relates the behavior of networks of general arhi-
teture to prosopagnosia, an impairment in ertain patients to identify individual stimuli (e.g., faes) but not
to ategorize them. Interestingly, his model indiates that prosopagnosia is not prevalent in networks endowed
with Hebbian-plastiity. Other developments have desribed pereptron-like or other loal rules to store gen-
erally orrelated patterns [Gardner et al., 1989, Diederih and Opper, 1987, Srivastava and Edwards, 2004℄
or patterns with speially spatial orrelation [Monasson, 1992℄. More reently, Tsodyks and ollaborators
[Blumenfeld et al., 2006℄ have studied a Hopeld memory in whih a sequene of morphs between two unor-
related patterns is stored. In their work, the use of a salieny funtion favouring unexpeted over expeted
patterns, during learning, an result in the formation of a ontinuous one-dimensional attrator that spans
the spae between two original memories. Suh fusion of basins of attration is an interesting phenomenon
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that we leave for a later extension of this work. In this report, we assume that the elements stored in
semanti memory are disrete by onstrution.
In summary, we aim to show here how a modied version of the standard `Hebbian' plastiity rule enables
an autoassoiative network to store and retrieve orrelated memories, and how a side eet of the need to
use this modied learning rule is the emergene of substantial variability in the resistane of individual
memories to damage, whih, as we disuss, ould explain the prevailing trends of ategory spei memory
impairments observed in patients.
1.1 Attrator networks
Attrator networks are thought to sustain memory at several levels in the ortex and hippoampus, by virtue
of reurrent onnetions endowed with hebbian plastiity. Models onsider input information to the system
to be organized into patterns of ativity, whih the network has to `remember'. We represent these patterns
by means of the variables ξµi , whih stand for the ativity of neuron i in the network when pattern µ is being
fed as an input. The weight of eah reurrent synapse is modied following the oativation of the pre and
post synapti neurons. In the simplest model, neurons that were strongly ativated by the presentation of
pattern µ reinfore their mutual onnetions, as a result of whih if only a group of them is ative at some
time in the future, the others also tend to be ativated. In other words, the presentation of a `ue' auses
the retrieval of the whole memory, whih is a stable ring state of the network, also alled an attrator of
its dynamis.
While some studies model the learning proess itself, in whih patterns are presented as inputs and
synapses modied, others assume that learning has already ourred, so that stable or ideal weights have
been reahed, and analyze the resulting performane of the network. The present work belongs to this seond
group.
If several patterns are memorized in the same network, the modiations introdued by eah of them may
be added linearly to the weight of synapses. When the total number of stored patterns p is large enough,
suh that neurons and synapses are shared by many dierent patterns, any attempt to retrieve a memorized
pattern ould suer from `interferene', understood as the summed eet of the other memorized patterns
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on the relevant synapses. Theoretial studies have shown that in a network storing random patterns, the
strength of this interferene depends on the parameter α ≡ p/C, where C is the mean number of aerent
onnetion weights to eah neuron. If the memory load is small and negligible, α ∼ 0, memories are retrieved
optimally, or, in other words, the original patterns of ativity are themselves stable attrators of the system.
When α is not negligible but still smaller than a ritial value αc (the storage apaity of the network),
patterns an be retrieved but not optimally. If a partial ue of pattern µ is presented to the network, its
ativity evolves to a stable attrator state presenting a high but not full overlap with the original pattern.
The interferene is not destrutive, but displaes the attrators slightly out of their original positions. As α
inreases, approahing αc, this eet is stronger: the overlap between the attrator and the original pattern
is progressively lower, and the apability to omplete partial ues is diminished. In the limit of α = αc,
attrators are stable but the network does not evolve towards them; retrieval ours only when the ue is
already the full attrator. Finally, when α > αc, the attrators beome unstable and the stored memories
are no longer retrievable.
1.2 The model
We onsider a network with N neurons and C < N aerent synapti onnetions per neuron. The net-
work stores p patterns, and the parameter α = p/C measures its memory load. As for lassial analyses
[Amit, 1989℄, we take the `thermodynami' limit (p → ∞, C → ∞, N → ∞, α onstant, C/N onstant) in
whih the equilibrium properties of the network depend on α rather than separately on N,C and p.
The ativity of neuron i is desribed by the variable σi, with i = 1...N . Eah of the p patterns is a
partiular state of ativation of the network. The ativity of neuron i in pattern µ is desribed by ξµi , with
µ = 1...p. The perfet retrieval of pattern µ is thus haraterized by σi = ξ
µ
i for all i. For the sake of
simpliity, we will assume binary patterns, where ξµi = 0 if the neuron is silent and ξ
µ
i = 1 if the neuron res.
Consistently, the ativity states of neurons will be limited by 0 ≤ σi ≤ 1. Extensions of this work to e.g.
threshold-linear units [Treves, 1990℄ or to Potts units [Krop and Treves, 2005℄ are left for further analyses,
though, as usual with attrator networks, there is no reason to expet large dierenes in the qualitative
behavior of the system.
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We assume that a fration a of the neurons is ativated in eah pattern, a = Σiξ
µ
i /N for µ = 1 . . . p.
This sparseness parameter is ritial in determining the storage apaity of any assoiative memory network
[Treves and Rolls, 1991℄.
Eah neuron reeives C synapti inputs. To desribe the arhiteture of onnetions we use a random
matrix with elements cij = 1 if a synapti onnetion between post-synapti neuron i and pre-synapti
neuron j exists and cij = 0 otherwise, with cii = 0 for all i, a requirement for most attrator network models
to funtion. In addition, synapses have assoiated weights Jij .
The inuene of the network ativity on a given neuron i is represented by the eld
hi =
N∑
j=1
cijJijσj (1)
whih enters a sigmoidal ativation funtion when updating the ativity of the neuron
σi = {1 + expβ (U − hi)}−1 (2)
where β is an inverse temperature parameter and U is a threshold parameter, whih must be kept of order 1
(given the appropriate saling of the weigths that we will adopt) in order to have a storage apaity lose to
optimal [Buhmann et al., 1989, Tsodyks and Feigel'Man, 1988℄. If U ≪ 1 all the neurons tend to ativate,
somewhat similarly to what happens during an epilepti seizure. If, on the other extreme, U ≫ 1, all neurons
tend to be silent. In both extreme situations the eet of U on the network is muh stronger than that of
the attrators. When U is of order 1, on the ontrary, the attrators dominate the dynamis of the network,
keeping the total ativity of the network near the sparseness a even for transient states, independently of
small variations of U .
The learning rule that denes the weights Jij in lassial models reets the Hebbian priniple: every
pattern in whih both neurons i and j are ative ontributes positively to Jij . In addition, in order to
optimize storage, the rule may inlude some prior information about pattern statistis. In a one-shot learn-
ing paradigm, with unorrelated patterns, the optimal rule uses the sparseness a as a `learning threshold'
[Tsodyks and Feigel'Man, 1988℄,
Jij =
1
Ca
p∑
µ=1
(ξµi − a)
(
ξµj − a
)
. (3)
Note that this `lassial' rule inludes implausible positive ontributions when both pre- and post-synapti
neurons are silent, and neglets a baseline value for synapti weights, neessary to keep them positive
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exitatory weights. Both are simpliations onvenient for the mathematial analysis, whih have been
disussed elsewhere (e.g., in [Treves and Rolls, 1991℄) and they will be assumed in the present model as well,
though, as we will show, the rst and more ritial one will not be neessary one we introdue our modied
rule.
The above rule has been eetively used to store patterns drawn at random from the distribution with
probability
P (ξµi ) = aδ (ξ
µ
i − 1) + (1− a) δ (ξµi ) (4)
independently for eah unit i and pattern µ. In suh onditions, the storage apaity of the network is
αc ∝ a−1. This result assumes the limit of low sparseness, a ≪ 1, whih is the interesting ase to model
brain funtion, limit that we will also take in the rest of this paper.
Patterns that are orrelated, unlike what is implied by the probability distribution in Eq. 4, annot
however be stored eetively in a network with weights given by Eq. 3. For example, patterns intended to
model orrelated semanti memory representations have been onsidered for a long time `impossible to store'
in an attrator network [MRae et al., 1997, Cree et al., 1999, Cree et al., 2006℄.
1.3 Network damage in the model
Semanti impairments an result from damage of very diverse nature, like Herpes Enephalitis, brain absess,
anoxia, stroke, head injury and dementia of Alzheimer type, this last haraterized by a progressive and
widespread damage. How an we represent damage in our model network in a general way?
The model literature on attrator networks shows that the stability of memories depends on the parameter
α = p/C as explained above, where p an be onsidered in this ase as xed and equal to the number of
onepts stored in the semanti memory of a patient. The sparseness a also plays an important role, sine
the ritial value of α, or the storage apaity αc, varies inversely to a. In addition, we will show in this
work that the distribution of popularity ai aross neurons (the fration of patterns in whih eah neuron
i is ative) is a ruial determinant of the storage apaity when memories are orrelated. However, it is
interesting to notie that both in the modelling literature and in this paper, the total number of neurons
in the network N is not a determinant fator for the stability of memories, as long as it is large enough to
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apply statistis.
In our model, random damage to a memory network might aet only C (if the damage is foalized on
synapses) or N and C in the same proportion (if the damage is foalized on neurons), while the sparseness
a and the distribution of popularity (see below) should, to a rst approximation, remain unhanged due to
randomness. Sine N does not determine the stability of memories, here we simply model network damage
as a derease in the number of onnetions per neuron, C. Interestingly, forgetting in an intat network ould
be thought of as the modiation of an inreasing number of synapti weights to values that are unorrelated
with the learned ones, and modeled in a similar way. The seletive damage of an arbitrary group of synapses
or neurons, instead, annot be modelled simply as a derease in C, and ould lead to dierent and interesting
results that are, however, outside the sope of this paper.
2 Results
2.1 A rule for storing orrelated distributions of patterns
We onsider a distribution of patterns in whih Eq. 4 no longer applies, although, to simplify the analysis,
we still assume patterns to have a xed mean ativity, as quantied by the sparseness a (the more general
ase is treated in [Krop, 2007℄, resulting in a more ompliated analysis but no qualitative hanges in the
onlusions). We propose a learning rule similar to the one in Eq. 3 with the variant that now learning
thresholds are spei to eah neuron,
Jij =
1
Ca
p∑
µ=1
(
ξµi − aposti
) (
ξµj − aprej
)
. (5)
Let us use a signal-to-noise analysis to identify appropriate values for suh thresholds. The eld in Eq.
1 an be split into a signal and a noise part by assuming, without loss of generality, that pattern 1 is being
retrieved (σj similar to ξ
1
j for all j):
hi =
1
Ca
(
ξ1i − aposti
) N∑
j=1
cij
(
ξ1j − aprej
)
σj +
1
Ca
p∑
µ=2
(
ξµi − aposti
) N∑
j=1
cij
(
ξµj − aprej
)
σj (6)
where the rst term in the RHS is the signal and the seond term is the noise. As usual, the signal
is a single marosopi term that drives ativity toward the desired attrator state, while a sum of many
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mirosopi ontributions omprises the noise. To analyze the latter we assume that ξµi and ξ
µ
j are statistially
independent variables, as long as i 6= j (whereas we do not require ξµi and ξνi to be independent; on the
ontrary, the aim is to handle their orrelation). If this ondition of independene among units, whih is
entral to our analysis, is fullled, the noise term an be viewed, to a rst approximation, as generated by a
gaussian distribution with mean
≪ noise≫= p− 1
Ca
N∑
j=1
cijσj
(≪ ξµi ≫µ −aposti ) (≪ ξµj ≫µ −aprej ) . (7)
If this mean is dierent from zero, the noise sales up with p, whih is the rst ause of the performane
ollapse mentioned above (the optimal one-shot learning rule for unorrelated patterns has apostk = a
pre
k = a
for all k, whih results in general in a mean noise dierent from 0). For ≪ noise ≫ in Eq. 7 to vanish, at
least to leading order in p, we must hoose either aposti =≪ ξµi ≫µ or aprej =≪ ξµj ≫µ. We hoose the latter
aprei = ai ≡
1
p
p∑
µ=1
ξµi (8)
where we have introdued 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1, the popularity of neuron i, that measures how shared is the ativity
of this neuron among the patterns in memory. One this partiular hoie has been made, one sees from Eq.
5 that the ontribution of aposti to the eld hi vanishes, and its exat value is irrelevant. We then hoose
aposti = 0 for all i.
The next step is to analyze how the variane of the noise distribution sales up with p and C. We have
≪ (noise− ≪ noise≫)2 ≫= 1
C2a2
p∑
µ,ν=2
ξµi ξ
ν
i
N∑
j,k=1
cijcikσjσk
(
ξµj − aj
)
(ξνk − ak) (9)
whih an be divided into four ontributions that sale dierently with p and C, depending on whether or
not j and k on one side and µ and ν on the other are equal:
≪ (noise− ≪ noise≫)2 ≫= 1
C2a2
p∑
µ=2
ξµi
N∑
j=1
cijσ
2
j
(
ξµj − aj
)2
+
+
1
C2a2
p∑
µ6=ν=2
ξµi ξ
ν
i
N∑
j=1
cijσ
2
j
(
ξµj − aj
) (
ξνj − aj
)
+
+
1
C2a2
p∑
µ=2
ξµi
N∑
j 6=k=1
cijcikσjσk
(
ξµj − aj
)
(ξµk − ak) +
+
1
C2a2
p∑
µ6=ν=2
ξµi ξ
ν
i
N∑
j 6=k=1
cijcikσjσk
(
ξµj − aj
)
(ξνk − ak) . (10)
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The rst term in the RHS sales like (p − 1)/C ≃ α, the seond one like (p − 1)(p − 2)/C, the third
one like (p − 1) and the fourth like (p − 1)(p − 2). Remembering, however, our denition of popularity in
Eq. 8, and the statistial independene between neurons, one an see that the leading ontributions to the
seond to fourth term vanish. The remaining dependeny of the variane on α is similar to the one found
in lassial models of autoassoiative memory with independent or randomly orrelated patterns, indiating
that the new rule
Jij =
1
Ca
p∑
µ=1
ξµi
(
ξµj − aj
)
(11)
is a generalization of the Hopeld model appropriate to the storage of orrelated patterns.
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Figure 1: The ritial value pmax measured as the value of p at whih 70% of the patterns are retrieved suesfully. We show pmax
as a funtion of N using the proportion C = 0.17N for the four ombinations of two learning rules and two types of dataset. Violet:
one shot `standard' learning rule of Eq. 5. Pink: modied rule of Eq. 11. Solid: trivial distribution of randomly orrelated patterns
obtained from Eq. 4. Dashed: non-trivially orrelated patterns obtained using a hierarhial algorithm. In three ases the saling of
pmax with C is linear, as in the lassial result. Only in the ase of one-shot learning of orrelated patterns there is a storage ollapse.
Figure 1 shows simulations of networks of dierent size and onnetivity, employing either the lassial or
our modied learning rule, to store either unorrelated or orrelated memories, as desribed in Methods. The
hierarhial algorithm desribed in [Krop and Treves, 2007℄ allows us to onstrut datasets of dierent p
and N values with approximately the same orrelation statistis. The four urves result from the ombination
of the two dierent learning rules, the standard rule in Eq. 3 and the one in Eq. 11, with two types of
pattern distribution, orrelated or not. With the standard, one-shot learning rule, the number of unorrelated
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patterns onstruted using Eq. 4 that an be stored and orretly retrieved, pmax, grows linearly with the
onnetivity C. With non-trivial orrelations among patterns, however, the storage apaity ollapses: rather
than saling linearly with C, pmax even dereases toward 0 for very high values of C. This atastrophe is
reversed when the popularity ai replaes the sparseness a as a learning threshold, bringing pmax bak to its
usual linear dependene on C. The linear dependene of ourse holds also when the more advaned rule is
applied to the original dataset of unorrelated (i.e., randomly orrelated) patterns. Finally, it is important to
note that the suess in retrieving patterns stored with the rule of Eq. 11 does not depend on the algorithm
that we used to onstrut the patterns, but rather shows the generality of the rule, as we do not inlude in
it information about how patterns are onstruted. We have tested the modied network with other sets of
patterns (suh as the random patterns in the same Figure or those desribed in Methods : patterns resulting
from setting arbitrary popularity distributions aross neurons as shown in Figure 3 or patterns taken from
the semanti feature norms of MRae and olleagues [Krop, 2007, MRae, 2005℄) always reahing levels of
retrieval that are onsistent with the preditions of the theory.
Having dened the optimal model for the storage of orrelated memories, we analyze in the following
setions the storage properties and its onsequenes through mean eld equations. We note that the average
of the popularity aross neurons is
∑N
j=0 aj/N = a ≪ 1. In the interesting limit we will onsider the
popularity ai generally near 0, and only exeptionally lose to 1.
2.2 Retrieval with no interferene: α ≃ 0
If a pattern is being retrieved in a network with very low memory load (α ≃ 0), the interferene due to the
storage of other patterns is negligible. The eld in Eq. 1 is driven by a single term orresponding to the
ontribution of the pattern that is being tested for retrieval (whih we all pattern 1), or, in other words,
the signal term,
hi ≃ ξ1i

 1
Ca
N∑
j=1
cij
(
ξ1j − aj
)
σj

 . (12)
This an be re-expressed by dening the variables
mµi ≡
1
Ca
N∑
j=1
cij
(
ξµj − aj
)
σj (13)
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and by notiing that, sine N and C are large (in the thermodynami limit both tend to innity) and cij is
a random onnetivity matrix,
m1i → m ≡
1
Na
N∑
j=1
(
ξ1j − aj
)
σj , (14)
that is, the average of (ξ1j − aj)σj aross neurons. The variable m always refers to the pattern that is being
tested for retrieval, and it measures its overlap with the state of the network.
Inserting Eq. 14 into Eq. 12 we obtain
hi ≃ ξ1im. (15)
This expression an be inserted into Eq. 2 to obtain the updated value of σj for all neurons j = 1 . . .N . If
the state of the network is stable, σj does not hange with updating, so it an be reinserted into Eq. 14,
yielding a single equation that desribes the stable attrator states of the system
m =
1
Na
N∑
j=1
(
ξ1j − aj
) [
1 + expβ
(
U − ξ1jm
)]−1
. (16)
Splitting the sum into the aN terms in whih ξ1j = 1 and the (1 − a)N terms in whih ξ1j = 0, we an
rewrite it as
m =
(
1− a1) {[1 + expβ (U −m)]−1 − [1 + expβU ]−1} (17)
where the new parameter 0 ≤ aµ ≤ 1 an be thought of either as the average popularity of the neurons
ative in pattern µ or as the average overlap between pattern µ and the other patterns:
aµ ≡ 1
Na
N∑
j=1
ξµj aj =
1
p
p∑
ν=1

 1
Na
N∑
j=1
ξµj ξ
ν
j

 . (18)
Note that for the interesting limit of very sparse ativity, in most ases aµ ≪ 1. From the denition of m in
Eq. 14 it an be noted that m = 1 − a1 ≃ 1 for perfet retrieval (i.e., {σj} ≡ {ξ1j }) and m = a − aσ ≃ 0 if
the ativity σ of the network has sparseness a but is unrelated to ξ1, i.e., retrieval fails.
Eq. 17 always admits the solution m = 0, and it may have another stable solution depending on
two ombinations of parameters: βU and β(1 − a1). Whenever this non-zero solution exists, retrieval is
possible. In Figure 2 we show, as a funtion of the two parameters, the highest value of m that solves
Eq. 17. A rst order phase transition is observed: given a xed value of βU there is a ritial value of
β(1 − a1) below whih the only solution to Eq. 17 is m = 0, i.e., no retrieval. In the `zero-temperature'
(β → ∞) limit, the ondition for the existene of a non-zero solution in Eq. 17 redues to m = (1 −
12
a1) ≥ U , showing that at the ritial point a1c = 1 − U . Clearly, the hoie U = 0 would permit the
retrieval of patterns with arbitrary values of a1 (whih is, by denition, not larger than 1), but as shown
in [Buhmann et al., 1989, Tsodyks and Feigel'Man, 1988℄ and in the following setions, a threshold value of
order 1 is neessary to obtain an extensive storage apaity, lose to optimal, when interferene due to the
storage of other patterns is not negligible.
Figure 2: Numerial solutions of Eq. 17 varying the two relevant parameters: β(1 − a1) on the x axis and βU on the y axis. A rst
order phase transition is observed in the value of m that solves Eq. 17. In the limit β → ∞ the transition ours along the identity
line 1− a1 = U .
An intuitive explanation of Figure 2 would be the following. The learning rule in Eq. 11 implies that the
network is less ondent of any neuron j with high popularity, sine its positive ontributions to outgoing
weights are proportional to 1 − aj. This implies that the more popular is, on average, the ensemble of
neurons underlying a given memory (as expressed by its a1 value), the less able it is to sustain, through
neural ativity, the orresponding attrator state. When the average ativating signal is smaller than the
threshold U , retrieval is no longer possible.
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2.3 Retrieval with interferene: diluted networks
To treat the ase of extensive storage, p saling up with C, we onsider the so alled highly diluted approxima-
tion, whih is valid when either C ≪ N (`diluted', i.e. sparse onnetivity proper, [Derrida et al., 1987℄) or
a≪ 1 (very sparse ativity, [Treves and Rolls, 1991℄). There are two independent motivations to study suh
a limit: on one side it approximates real ortial networks, with their sparse onnetivity and sparse ring,
on the other, alulations are muh simpler than for fully onneted networks, enabling deeper analysis and
wider generalization. In addition, one obtains in this limit dierential equations for the dynamial evolution
of all relevant variables, valid also outside of equilibrium [Derrida et al., 1987℄. Suh an approah is outside
the sope of this paper, and it is left for future studies. It is worth mentioning that some experimental work
on semanti memory [Sartori and Lombardi, 2004, Sartori et al., 2005℄ is based on a dynamial view of the
networks involved in semanti proessing, as it fouses on the type of input ues that an lead to suessful
retrieval.
The highly diluted approximation takes into aount in the eld hi a signal term and a gaussian noise,
while negleting the eet of a seond soure of noise due to the propagation of neural ativity around
losed loops of synapti onnetions. These eets sale in general like αaC/N [Roudi and Treves, 2004,
Krop, 2007℄, and are therefore negligible as C/N → 0, a≪ 1 or, as in the previous setion, α ≃ 0.
In Eq. 10 we had already obtained an expression of the variane of the noise part of the eld hi when
onsidering it to be purely gaussian. After omputing the average over µ in the surviving rst term, we
obtain
≪ (noise− ≪ noise≫)2 ≫= α ai

 1
Ca2
N∑
j=1
cijaj (1− aj)σ2j

 . (19)
The expression between square brakets depends on i only through the onnetivity matrix cij . As in Eq.
14, we an take advantage of the fat that cij is random and C large, and replae the sum with an average
over all neurons. We an onlude that ≪ (noise− ≪ noise≫)2 ≫= αaiq, where we dene
q ≡ 1
Na2
N∑
j=1
aj (1− aj)σ2j . (20)
The loal eld then beomes
hi = ξ
1
im+
√
αaiqzi (21)
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where zi may be assumed to be drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variane 1, statistially
independent with all other variables
1
. To desribe attrators of the system, as previously, we insert the eld
into Eq. 2 to obtain the stable value of σj , whih an be re-inserted into the denition of m in Eq. 14,
m =
1
Na
N∑
j=1
(
ξ1j − aj
) [
1 + expβ
(
U − ξ1jm−
√
αajqzj
)]−1
. (22)
Making use of the independene of zj with respet to aj and ξ
1
j , we an take its average. The highly diluted
version of Eq. 16 is then
m =
1
Na
N∑
j=1
(
ξ1j − aj
) ∫ ∞
−∞
Dz
[
1 + expβ
(
U − ξ1jm−
√
αajqz
)]−1
(23)
where the gaussian dierential is
Dz ≡ dz 1√
2pi
exp
(
−z
2
2
)
(24)
expressing the distribution of zj .
In the following, for simpliity, we will take the limit of zero temperature, β → ∞. The equation for m
beomes
m =
1
Na
N∑
j=1
(
ξ1j − aj
)
φ
(
ξ1jm− U√
αajq
)
(25)
where
φ (y) =
1
2
(
1 + erf
(
y√
2
))
(26)
is a sigmoidal funtion inreasing monotonially from 0 to 1, with φ(0) = 1/2. Sine in Eq. 25 the terms
are not linear in aj , it is not straightforward to obtain the new version of Eq. 17. To do so we must rst
introdue the distribution of popularity aross neurons, given by the probability
F (x) ≡ P (aj = x) , (27)
and the distribution of popularity aross neurons that are ative in the pattern we are testing for retrieval,
f (x) ≡ P (aj = x|ξ1j = 1) . (28)
1
In the simplest signal-to-noise approah [Krop and Treves, 2005℄ two `worst-ase' onditions must be met in order to have
stable attrators: hi = m−
√
variance > U for values of i in whih ξ1i = 1 and hi =
√
variance < U for ξ1i = 0. This shows that
the optimal value of U is m/2 ≃ (1 − aµ)/2, whih depends on global rather than loal information. Interesting orretions in
whih the optimal value of U depends on ai and is thus dierent for eah neuron might ome out of onsidering the non-diluted
ase, inluding an additional term in the loal eld hi as mentioned above.
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The purpose of introduing these distributions is to onvert a disrete set of popularities {aj} into a ontin-
uous distribution, where the popularity is represented by the variable x. Sine N is large, we an transform
the sum in Eq. 25 into an integral over these distributions. As a result we obtain the equation
m =
∫ 1
0
dxf(x)
{
(1− x)φ
(
m− U√
αxq
)
+ xφ
( −U√
αxq
)}
−
−1
a
∫ 1
0
dxF (x)xφ
( −U√
αxq
)
, (29)
whih extends Eq. 17 to the ase of non negligible interferene.
Sine this equation depends not only on m but also on q, we need a seond equation to lose the system
and univoally desribe the stable states of the network. From the denition of q in Eq. 20 we an repeat
the steps 22 to 25 and obtain, for stable states and in the limit of zero temperature,
q =
1
Na2
N∑
j=1
aj (1− aj)
[
φ
(
ξ1jm− U√
αajq
)]2
. (30)
Introduing again the distributions of popularity  steps 25 to 29  we an simplify this expression into
q =
1
a
∫ 1
0
dxf(x)x(1 − x)
{
φ
(
m− U√
αxq
)
− φ
( −U√
αxq
)}
+
+
1
a2
∫ 1
0
dxF (x)x(1 − x)φ
( −U√
αxq
)
. (31)
Eqs. 29 and 31 desribe the stable states of the network in this `diluted' approximation. As in the noiseless
ase, a phase transition separates regions of parameter spae where a solution with m ∼ 1 − a1 exists from
regions where the only solution is m = q = 0. The latter an now be reahed by inreasing α = p/C, i.e.
the memory load. In other words, the phase transition to no retrieval determines the storage apaity of the
system. If f(x) = F (x) = δ(x − a), whih is the ase for unorrelated patterns, the lassial equations for
highly diluted binary networks [Buhmann et al., 1989, Tsodyks and Feigel'Man, 1988℄ are re-obtained, and
the ritial value of the memory load sales like
αc ∝ 1
a ln(1/a)
(32)
for the relevant sparse limit a≪ 1.
How does this lassial result generalize to the ase of orrelated representations?
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2.4 The storage apaity
Already at rst glane, the system of Eqs. 29 and 31, whih determine the storage apaity of a network
with orrelated patterns, reveals a new property of assoiative memories. In both equations, the seond term
in the RHS depends on F (x) and is thus ommon to the retrieval of any pattern. However, the RHS of both
equations depends also on f(x), the distribution of popularity among neurons ative in the pattern that
is being retrieved. In the general ase, this distribution is dierent for every pattern, so that the stability
properties of the assoiated attrators will dier from pattern to pattern.
To understand this idea it is onvenient to think about the storage apaity as p/Cmin (the minimum
onnetivity neessary to sustain retrieval) rather than as pmax/C (the maximum number of patterns that
an be stored). In this view, eah of p memory states stored in a network has an assoiated value of Cmin
that depends on its own statistial properties and on the statistial properties of the whole dataset. Any
partiular pattern an be retrieved only if the atual onnetivity level C is higher than the value of Cmin
assoiated to it.
This view is of partiular interest to analyze ategory spei deits in semanti memory. We an think
of p as being relatively xed, orresponding, in the model, roughly to all the onepts aquired by a healthy
subjet during an entire life. A mild and non-seletive damage of the network might derease the parameter
C, whih would seletively aet the memories with a high value of Cmin, while sparing the others.
2.4.1 An entropy haraterization of the noise
To analyze Eqs. 29 and 31 we rst onsider that α and U are small enough to ensure that the retrieval is
possible and that φ
(
m−U√
αxq
)
∼ 1 and φ
(
−U√
αxq
)
∼ 0. Following this, any pattern that we hoose to test for
retrieval has m ≃ 1 − a1, as we had found for α ≃ 0 and a value of the noise variable q that is proportional
to the average of aj(1− aj) over the neurons that are ative in the pattern (as an be seen from Eqs. 30 or
31), or in other words,
Sf ≡
∫ 1
0
x(1 − x)f(x). (33)
Similarly to Shannon's entropy, Sf , and in onsequene the noise variable q, approahes 0 if neurons in the
distribution are all either very popular or unpopular in their ring, while it is maximum (Sf = 1/4) when
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f(x) = δ(x − 1/2), i.e. all neurons have popularity ai = 1/2 2. Thus, a pattern will be better retrieved if
a) it inludes as unpopular neurons as possible (as shown previously, to ensure m = 1− a1 > U) and b) its
neurons have a low `entropy' value Sf , in order to minimize the noise q ≃ Sf/a.
An intuitive explanation of this omes from the analysis of the inuene of neuron j as noise in the eld
hi, proportional to
∑
µ6=1 ξ
µ
i (ξ
µ
j − aj) as shown in Eq. 6. If the popularity of neuron j is very low, terms
of this noise where ξµj = 1 are large ontributions (proportional to 1− aj), but very infrequent, while terms
in whih ξµj = 0 are very frequent but only proportional to aj ≪ 1. The exat opposite pattern emerges if
neuron j is very popular. As a result of this, in both ases the noise is very low. In the extreme of aj = 0
or aj = 1 the noise is exatly zero, sine ontributions of order 1 our with probability 0 and inversely.
In suh a ase the dynamis of the network is guided purely by the signal terms, that take hi toward the
orret value for retrieval. The ase in whih the noise is maximal is when the probability of neuron j to be
ative is aj = 1/2 and eah term of the ontribution of neuron j to the noise in the eld hi is proportional to
1− aj = 1/2 or aj = 1/2. Finally, sine the noise is also proportional to σj and pattern 1 is being retrieved,
this eet is important only for the neurons j that are ative in this pattern, explaining fully Eq. 33.
2.4.2 The storage apaity is inverse to Sf
As α inreases, the assumption φ
[
(m− U)/√αxq] ∼ 1 beomes eventually inorret and for some ritial
value αc a retrieval solution with m ∼ 1−a1 no longer exists. A generally fair approximation when studying
storage apaity is to assume that αc sales inversely to the fator that aompanies α in the argument
of φ, whih in this ase is xq. However, sine x is a variable that spans the whole range from 0 to 1, the
approximation is not useful in itself. In more general terms, αc should sale inversely to xfq, with 0 < xf < 1
some intermediate value with a strong dependene on f(x). In this setion we onsider the ase in whih
the variane of F (x) is small enough to allow the approximation of x by its average a in the argument of φ,
while in Methods we analyze some more general examples.
Our rst order approximation, assuming α inverse to aq and q ≃ Sf/a, leads to
2
Tehnially, this funtion applied to a single unit is Tsallis' entropy with parameter q = 2. Note, however, that Tsallis'
entropy is not additive for independent events, while our Sf is learly a normalized extensive quantity.
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αc ∝ 1
Sf
. (34)
In line with what we had explained intuitively, the storage apaity, or Cmin/p, is inverse to the entropy Sf
of the pattern. In the lassial ase of randomly orrelated patterns Sf = a(1 − a) ∼ a (again, assuming
ortial ativity to be sparse, the interesting approximation is always a ≪ 1), whih leads to the Tsodyks
and Feigel'man result in Eq. 32, without the logarithmi orretion.
This orretion appears only when φ
(−U/√αaq) starts to be signiantly dierent from 0. The largest
ontribution is the one given by the seond term in the RHS of Eq. 31, sine it is not negligible when
φ
(−U/√αaq) is of order a (onsidering a ≪ 1), while the other negleted terms are only relevant when
φ
(−U/√αaq) is of order 1. Again, we use the approximation of low variane, so the term we are interested
in beomes
T2 = 1
a2
φ
( −U√
αaq
)∫ 1
0
dxF (x)x(1 − x) ≡ 1
a2
φ
( −U√
αaq
)
SF , (35)
where, similarly to Sf , we dene SF as the entropy of the distribution F (x). This term is near 0 for very
small values of α, where q is dominated by the rst term of Eq. 31, whih an still be onsidered as Sf/a,
and it beomes signiant only when both terms are of omparable magnitude. If this happens at values of
α that are smaller than the one indiated by Eq. 34, the orretion introdued by this term is relevant. To
estimate this orretion we impose the rst and seond terms of Eq. 31 to be about equal (T2 ≃ Sf/a) and
onsider a≪ 1, whih leads to
φ
(
− U√
αcSf
)
≃ aSf
SF
. (36)
Inverting the funtion φ we obtain αc as
αc ≃ 1
2Sf

 U
erf−1
(
1− 2aSfSF
)


2
. (37)
The inverse error funtion an be approximated as
erf−1(1− y) ∼
√√√√ln
(√
2
pi
1
y
)
(38)
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for small values of y. Sine F (x) has low variane, Sf , SF ∼ a≪ 1 and aSf/SF an be taken to be a small
quantity. We then approximate
αc ≃ 1
2Sf

 U2
ln
(
SF√
2piaSf
)

 ∝ 1
Sf ln
(
SF
aSf
) . (39)
If this saling of αc is lower than indiated by Eq. 34 (or, in other words, if ln(SF /(aSf )) > 1) this orretion
is relevant. Finally, in the ase of trivial orrelations f(x) = F (x) = δ(x−a) and onsequently Sf = SF ≃ a.
The full lassial result of Eq. 32 is then reprodued by Eq. 39, indiating that the latter is a generalization
of the former.
Figure 3: Simulations of the storage apaity of a network storing patterns with an arbitrary orrelation distribution F(x). The
parameters are N = 500, p = 50, a = 0.1, U = 0.35 and variable C. For all values of C eah pattern is tested 10 times for stability, with
dierent onnetivity matries cij . a Popularity distribution aross the whole network, F (x). Note that neurons with ai = 0 do not
really partiipate in network dynamis, making the eetive values of C and N slightly lower. b Stable value of m for eah pattern vs.
its Sf value. The data has been smoothed by taking the median over a moving window. From blue toward violet: onnetivity C/N
starting with 1 and dereasing in steps of 0.05. For eah olor, the graph shows that some patterns are retrieved while others are not,
orresponding to low and high values of Sf . The ritial value of Sf at whih the transition ours moves to the left as the onnetivity
is redued, whih, as explained in the Introdution, is the strongest eet of random network damage.  Storage apaity omputed
from the step-like transitions in b. Blak dots, left axis: ritial value of Sf vs. onnetivity, showing the maximum retrievable Sf
supported by the C onnetions of the network. Red line, right axis: perent of patterns with a value of Sf lower than the ritial one.
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In Methods we nd expressions similar to 39 for wider distributions of F (x). As we show, the slower
the deay of the tail of a smooth distribution F (x) with inreasing x, the poorer is performane in terms of
storage apaity. If the deay of F (x) is exponential or faster, the 1/Sf saling of Eq. 39 holds with at most
a larger logarithmi orretion. If the deay is a power-law, instead, the saling is muh poorer: αc ∝ a/Sf ,
with, as usual, a≪ 1.
Figure 4: Distribution of Sf in onepts belonging to the `living' and the `non living' ategories obtained from the feature norms of
MRae and olleagues [MRae et al., 2005℄. Living things have a distribution entered at higher values of Sf , whih in terms of our
analysis means that they are more informative but also more suseptible to damage, as observed in patient studies.
2.4.3 Informative memories are less robust
In Figure 3 we show results of simulations using a distribution of orrelated patterns (see details in Methods),
fousing on how the suessful retrieval of a pattern depends on its Sf value, and how a derease in C results
in the seletive lost of memories. This illustrates how the eetive memory load of a network depends not only
on the number of patterns that are being stored but also on how informative they are. An autoassoiative
memory ould store virtually innite patterns, for example, if they were onstruted in suh a way that all
of the neurons ontributed vanishing entropy, and hene were minimally informative: this would be the ase
if some neurons were ative in nearly every pattern, while others in none, keeping the mean ativity xed
to a value a. This result is in agreement with the notion that any assoiative memory network is ultimately
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onstrained in the amount of information eah of its synapses may store [Gardner, 1988℄.
The other interesting aspet of Eqs. 29 and 31 is that memory patterns are rather independent from
one another in their retrievability. In the proess of lowering C (whih is, as explained in Introdution, the
strongest eet of random network damage in our model) any pattern with a low value of Sf would be
retrieved even when most of the other patterns have beome irretrievable. Generally speaking, informative
memories are lost, while non-informative ones are kept.
This model thus oers a quantitative explanation of ategory spei eets, along priniples similar to
those suggested, in a non mehanisti way, by several previous studies [Tyler et al., 2000, Sartori and Lombardi, 2004,
MRae et al., 1997℄. In our network, the lassial dihotomy would be veried if the semanti representations
of living things had on average higher values of Sf than those of nonliving things, a plausible assumption
that an be assessed using evidene in the relevant literature. As an example, we analyze the feature norms
of MRae and olleagues, experimentally obtained representations of 541 onepts in terms of 2526 features
[MRae et al., 2005℄ (see Methods). In Figure 4 we show that the distributions of Sf in the two ategories
overlap, but they are entered around dierent values of Sf , with living things on average more informative,
hene more vulnerable to damage  a trend that is onsistent with our analysis
3
.
3 Disussion
Several experimental studies investigating semanti memory from the perspetive of feature representation
suggest that the representation of onepts in the human brain present non-trivial orrelations [Vinson and Viglioo, 2002,
Garrard et al., 2001℄, presumably reeting to some extent non-trivial statistial properties of objets in the
real world or in the way we pereive them. It has not yet been proposed, however, how a plausible memory
network ould store reliably suh representations; while attempts to model the storage of feature norms
(experimentally obtained prototypes mimiking onept representations) with attrator networks have had
3
One ould feel tempted to store the patterns obtained from these norms in a network in order to simulate damage in
a more diret way. Some new tehnial problems arise, however, sine the sparseness a is not onstant aross patterns. In
addition, the performane of the network is very poor due to the fat that the popularity distribution of the norms F (x) has a
power-law deay. This poor performane does not ontradit the theory developed here, but rather validates it, as elaborated
in [Krop, 2007℄.
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suess only using small sets of memories [MRae et al., 1997, Cree et al., 1999, Cree et al., 2006℄. We pro-
pose here a way in whih a purely Hebbian autoassoiative memory ould store and retrieve sets of orrelated
representations of any size, using a number of onnetions per neuron C that inreases proportionally with
p.
Interestingly enough, our learning rule is not quite appropriate for a one-shot learning proess, sine
it requires to alulate statistial properties of the dataset - the popularity of neurons - before learning
the patterns. In the ase of semanti memory, onepts are aquired through a long time experiene
and through the repeated exposure to diverse versions of the input, allowing, if neessary, for a ontin-
uous updating of popularity estimates. Episodi memory, on the other hand, requires one-shot learn-
ing, leaving no time for a learning rule like ours to deal with the orrelation between memories. As-
soiative networks may have evolved in other diretions to enable the on-line storage of episodes and
events. Evidene has reently been obtained [Leutgeb et al., 2007℄ supporting the suggestion that the den-
tate gyrus ats as an orthogonalizing devie in the heart of the medial temporal lobe episodi memory
system [Treves and Rolls, 1992℄. The hippoampus ould then funtion as an orthogonalized buer, that
helps neoortial networks aquire orrelated memories through an o-line proess. It has been proposed
[Marr, 1971, Wilson and MNaughton, 1994, Hinton et al., 1995℄ that it is during sleep that the hippoam-
pus transfers to ortial areas the statistial biases of the input, in a proess of onsolidation. While one-shot
learning of a large dataset of orthogonal or randomly orrelated patterns an be ahieved through the `stan-
dard' rule of Eq. 3, the learning or stabilization of orrelated memories in their nal ortial destination
may be onsolidated by a learning proess that reets what in our model we have dened as the popularity
of dierent neurons. Suh onsolidation may well aompany the spontaneous retrieval of representations
stored in the hippoampus [Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991, MClelland et al., 1995℄.
Our results show that orrelated representations an be stored at a ost: memories lose homogeneity, some
remaining robust and others beoming weak in an inverse relation to the information they onvey. These side
eets should be observed in any assoiative memory system that is understood to store orrelated patterns
diretly, and absent if information is rst equalized through pattern orthogonalization.
Conversely, one may ask: are there benets in representing orrelated memories as they are, without re-
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oding them into a more abstrat, orthogonalized spae? We have shown in a previous study [Krop and Treves, 2007℄
that orrelation plays a major role in driving a lathing dynamis in a model of large ortial networks, in
a proess that ould be a model of free assoiation, and that might also underly the apaity for language
[Treves, 2005℄. Also, semanti priming has been shown to be guided by orrelation [Viglioo et al., 2004,
Cree et al., 1999℄, seletively failitating or inhibiting the retrieval of onepts, and potentially ompensat-
ing for impaired episodi aess [Ciaramelli et al., 2006℄. On the other hand, embodied theories of ognition
suggest that far from reating a neural struture of its own, the semanti system evolved on the same
neural substrates that already had a primary funtion (visual, tatile or motor proessing, et.), for whih
orrelation in the representation, even if useful, would be an inevitable outome of their history.
Some preditions of our theory ould perhaps be tested experimentally. The most immediate result to
test is the relationship between the distribution of patterns and their relative robustness. The distribution
of neural ativity of dierent memory representations is however not available, for obvious tehnial reasons.
Imaging tehniques do not oer the required resolution, and olleting adequate statistis from single unit
reordings in animals appears prohibitive. Nevertheless, other measurable quantities ould yield an estimate
of relevant statistial properties of the distribution: priming eets, for example, are related to the orrela-
tions between memory items. A seond way to test the theory ould be to assess the retrieval of a memory
by a partial ue, similarly to what has been proposed in [Sartori and Lombardi, 2004℄, where the authors
assoiate retrievability with a partiular statistial measure: the semanti relevane of the ue. A third
possibility ould be to measure the speed of retrieval, whih an be related to Eqs. 29 and 31 and, again,
to the spei ue that the network reeives to trigger reall. In this last ase, however, retrieval ativity in
the semanti system should be isolated from other proesses, suh as ategorization, whih ould take plae
automatially, aeting the overall timing. Probing dierent systems other than semanti memory might also
be a possibility, sine our onlusions are general to any assoiative network with orrelated memories. If a
set of stimuli with ontrolled orrelations were to be onstruted (for example a set of pitures of ariature
faes with exhangeable features), the memory of subjets trained with these stimuli ould be tested for
retrievability. The time-to-forget should then be related to the robustness, and inversely to the information
ontent of eah item, while with orthogonalized representations forgetting should be equalized.
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4 Methods
4.1 Sets of patterns used in simulations
In the simulations shown in Fig. 1 a hierarhial algorithm was used to generate the patterns. The main
idea is to produe, in the rst plae, a generation of random `parent' patterns whih are not part of the
dataset but are used to inuene with dierent strength a seond generation, {ξµ} (more details and a full
analysis of the statistis of the resulting patterns an be found in [Krop and Treves, 2007℄). The reason
to use this partiular algorithm is that we needed a distribution of patterns with approximately the same
orrelation properties independently of p and N . Following our studies in [Krop and Treves, 2007℄, this is
the ase with the above algorithm, as long as p and N are not too small and asymptoti statistis applies.
For the simulations in Fig. 3 we needed higher levels of orrelation than the ones that we ould obtain
with the algorithm desribed above, so as to illustrate the eets of large variability in the Sf values of the
patterns. On the other hand, we did not require in this ase patterns with more than one value of p and N .
We then hose an algorithm that sets approximately an arbitrary popularity distribution over neurons. We
hose
P (ai) =
1
a
exp
(
−ai
a
)
, (40)
as the target distribution of popularity F (x), with 〈P (ai)〉 ≃ a. Sine the total number of patterns is p, we
dened the funtion
nk = NP (k/p) (41)
expressing, when rounded to the losest integer, how many neurons should be ative in k patterns. For
values of nk > 0.5, we assigned a target popularity ai = k/p to round(nk) arbitrary neurons. To onstrut
eah pattern µ we initially set all neurons in the pattern to be inative. Then we piked neuron i at random
and set ξµi = 1 with probability Pi, until aN neurons had been set to be ative for eah pattern. Finite
size eets aused the atual distribution of popularity, shown in Fig. 3a, to be slightly dierent from the
target one in Eq. 40, speially for low values of popularity. Sine this region of the distribution is the less
interesting one (see Setion 4.3), we did not modify the patterns further.
The feature norms analyzed in Fig. 4 were downloaded from the Psyhonomi Soiety Arhive of Norms,
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Stimuli, and Data web site, www.psyhonomi.org/arhive, with the onsent of the authors. The norms list
p = 541 onepts relating several of N = 2526 features to eah one of them. To eah onept we assoiated a
µ index and to eah feature a i index. We set ξµi = 1 if feature i was inluded in the desription of pattern µ
and ξµi = 0 otherwise. Sine not all patterns are assoiated with the same number of features, the sparseness
is not onstant aross patterns. The average sparseness is a ≃ 0.006 equivalent to ∼ 15 features per onept.
For eah onept, Sf is alulated as the average value of ai(1− ai) among the features that omprise it.
4.2 Testing the stability of memories
The stability of a memory item should be tested irrespetive of how aurate a ue it needs in order to be
retrieved. For this reason, we used the full original pattern as a ue, whih is a good approximation of its
attrator. The initial state, thus, is set to oinide with the tested pattern. In eah update step, a neuron
i is hosen at random and updated using the rule in Eq. 2, keeping trak of m, whose initial value is lose
to 1 by onstrution. Initially, m varies rapidly, but it eventually onverges to a stable value, either near
1 or near 0. A proof of this is the step like transition in the stable values of m, shown in Figure 3b. The
simulation stops when the variation of m is smaller than a threshold, whih we set small enough to give
three digits auray in m.
4.3 Storage apaity of more general distributions
As we have shown in Results, the important quantity to estimate in order to nd the saling of the storage
apaity of a memory network with orrelated patterns is the seond term in the RHS of Eq. 31
T2 = 1
a2
∫ 1
0
dxF (x)x(1 − x)φ
( −U√
αxq
)
. (42)
The fator φ
(−U/√αxq) is 0 when x = 0 and reahes its maximum when x = 1. On the other side, sine we
onsider the sparse limit a≪ 1 the distribution F (x) is onentrated toward small values of x. For these two
reasons, the interesting part of any smooth distribution funtion F (x) is the deay of its tail with inreasing
x. We study in this setion two interesting ases: exponential and power-law distributions. Keeping in mind
that the exat behavior of F (x) for small values of x is less relevant, these results an be generalized to any
distribution funtion with suh tails.
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4.3.1 Exponential distribution
The exponential distribution
F (x) =
exp(−x/a)
a
(43)
is normalized to 1 and has mean equal to a  apart from a small orretion of order exp(−1/a), whih we
neglet for simpliity. Its variane is about a2, with a orretion of the same order. Finally, Sf ≃ a(1− 2a).
The ritial seond term in the RHS of Eq. 31 is
T2 = 1
a2
∫ 1
0
dxF (x)x(1 − x)
∫ √y/x
−∞
Dz =
1
a2
∫ ∞
√
y
Dz
∫ 1
y/z2
dx
exp(−x/a)
a
x(1 − x) (44)
where we have inverted the integration order. Dz is the gaussian dierential dened in Eq. 24 and y =
U2a/(αSf ). The inner integral in the right-most side of the equation onrms that the value of F (x) for
small x is less relevant than its deay for large x. The RHS is now integrable, resulting in
T2 = 1
a2
∫ ∞
√
y
dz
1√
2pi
exp
(
−z
2
2
− y
az2
)[
SF +
y
z2
(
1− y
z2
− 2a
)]
. (45)
This expression an be integrated a seond time, but its analytial expression is too ompliated to inlude
here. It is enough to mention that the largest ontribution is proportional to exp
(
−
√
2y/a
)
T2 ≃ 1
2a2
exp
(
−
√
2y
a
)(
SF +
√
ay
2
− a
2
√
ay
2
+
ay
2
− 2a
√
ay
2
)
. (46)
Assuming 2y/a ∼ 1 modulo some logarithmi orretion (that we onsider inside the exponential and neglet
elsewhere) this results in
T2 ≃ exp
(
−
√
2y
a
)
3
4a2
SF . (47)
Sine only y depends on αc it is easy to see from this equation that indeed 2y/a ∼ 1 modulo logarithmi
orretions, making the previous assumption self-onsistent. The storage apaity an be obtained by making
the RHS of Eq. 47, as in the previous setion, equal to Sf/a,
αc ≃ 2U
2
Sf
[
ln
(
3SF
4aSf
)]2 ∝ 1
Sf
[
ln
(
SF
aSf
)]2 . (48)
Note that the square on the logarithmi fator makes this storage apaity lower than the one found for
F (x) distributions of very low variane. Again, the orretion is valid as long as the logarithm is large, in
other words ln (SF /aSf) > 1. If this ondition is not met, the storage apaity sales like 1/Sf .
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4.3.2 Power law distribution
We dene the power law distribution
F (x) =


0 if x < d
cx−γ if x > d
(49)
with γ > 2 and d a small uto value that prevents the integral of F (x) from diverging. The onditions for
normalization and mean are
1 = c
(
d1−γ − 1
γ − 1
)
(50)
a = c
(
d2−γ − 1
γ − 2
)
. (51)
There is no simple analytial expression for c, d or SF in terms of a and γ.
We want to ompute
T2 = 1
a2
∫ 1
d
dx c x−γx(1− x)φ
(
−
√
y
x
)
(52)
where, again, y = U2a/(αSf ). T2 is integrable, resulting in
T2 = c
a2
φ [−√y]
(
1
γ − 3 −
1
γ − 2
)
+
c
a2
φ
[
−
√
y
d
]
d2−γ
(
d
γ − 3 −
1
γ − 2
)
−
− c
a2(γ − 3)
(
1
2
√
pi
(y
2
)3−γ {
Γ
[
−5
2
+ γ,
y
2
]
− Γ
[
−5
2
+ γ,
y
2d
]})
+
+
c
a2(γ − 2)
(
1
2
√
pi
(y
2
)3−γ {
Γ
[
−3
2
+ γ,
y
2
]
− Γ
[
−3
2
+ γ,
y
2d
]})
(53)
where Γ[, ] is the inomplete gamma funtion. The following series expansions are useful
φ[−√y] = exp(−
y
2 )√
2piy

1 +
∞∑
k=1

 k∏
j=1
(2j − 1)

 (−y)−k

 (54)
1
2
√
pi
(y
2
)n−γ
Γ
[
−n+ 1
2
+ γ,
y
2
]
=
exp(− y2 )√
2piy

1 +
∞∑
k=1

 k∏
j=1
(2j − 1 + 2(n− γ))

 (−y)−k

 .
T2 is dierent from 0 only to order y−2 inside the urly brakets. At this order of approximation
T2 ≃ 4c exp (−y/2)
a2
√
2piy5
(55)
negleting a similar term inluding the fator
√
d5 exp
(− y2d). As previously, the storage apaity an be
estimated as
αc ∝ a
Sf ln
(
aγ−2
Sf
)
(56)
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where we have used c ∝ aγ−1. If the logarithm is of order 1 or smaller the storage apaity sales simply
like a/Sf .
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